Manipulating rod-shaped bacteria with optical tweezers.
Optical tweezers have great potential in microbiology for holding and manipulating single cells under a microscope. However, the methodology to use optical tweezers for live cell studies is still at its infancy. In this work, we determined suitable parameters for stable trapping of single Escherichia coli bacteria, and identified the upper limits of IR-exposure that can be applied without affecting viability. We found that the maximum tolerable IR-exposure is 2.5-fold higher when employing oscillating instead of stationary optical trapping (20 J and 8 J, respectively). We found that good stability of cells in an oscillating trap is achieved when the effective trap length is 20% larger than the cell length, the oscillation frequency higher than 100 Hz and the trap oriented perpendicular to the medium flow direction. Further, we show, using an IR power just sufficient for stable holding, that bacteria remain viable during at least 30 min of holding in an oscillating trap. In this work, we established a method for long-term stable handling of single E. coli cells using optical tweezers. This work will pave the way for future use of optical tweezers in microbiology.